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PRESS RELEASE
SYSTEC GmbH becomes PANOVO tec GmbH
Technical services continue to change

Nuremberg, 31 March 2022: After more than three decades as "SYSTEC Gesellschaft für
Automatisierung, Systeme und Technische Dokumentation mbH", the company is
realigning itself and welcomes your business partners and interests as "PANOVO tec GmbH"
from the 1st of April 2022. Of course, customers can again rely on the usual commitment and
the competence, quality, innovative strength, and integrity of the company and its
employees.
With the integration of the "Plant Construction and Industrial Services" division of PAMEC Papp
GmbH in January 2021, began the transformation of SYSTEC GmbH from a specialized
manufacturer of test systems and special machines to a full-service provider for automation
solutions and technical services. According to the two old and new CEOs Tobias Postler and Peter
Endres, with this merger, the company has brought together what belongs together and
achieved the original goal of offering all essential technical services from a single source. The
strategic considerations had led the management and partners to the conviction that a new
beginning should be ventured under the sign of this new self-image. The name Systec (derived
from SYStem TEChnology) no longer reflects the entire range of services offered by the company,
which is why this consistent step was necessary, Postler and Endres continue.
In the future, the company will strive for further deepening and expansion of the business areas:
test systems and special machines, design and construction, control cabinet planning and
switchgear construction, assembly and commissioning, technical services, and DGUV testing, as
well as the close cooperation and networking of these areas. The goal is to offer an even broader
range of high-quality services as a cross-divisional solution provider and one-stop shop.
PANOVO tec stands for modern technology and technical services at the highest level and is a
100% subsidiary of the Papp Group, an association of innovative service companies with more
than 2000 employees.
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